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Innato should be cleaned with a damp cloth and mild detergent only. Do not clean using abrasive pads
such as steel wool, plastic scourers or sand-paper. Abrasive or chemical cleaners, solvents, bleach, acid or
alkalie cleaning fluids should not be used. If such products are spilt on the surface, they should be cleaned
off immediately. Wipe up all water and other spills off the surface as these may stain. It is especially
important to immediately wipe off spills or marks of coloured materials, such as lipstick, dark juices, red
wine etc. Do not slide hard materials such as crockery across Innato, nor drop objects onto it, nor use
sharp blades or knives to cut directly onto Innato – these will scratch, dent or chip the surface. Do not place
hot dishes from the oven or stove on Innato surfaces, this can cause discolouration and/or delamination.
Innato Etched Raw Oak is the only raw unfinished laminate in the range. If used unfinished it will readily
mark, stain and hold dirt and dust, just as raw timber does. It is hard to clean as the surface is not sealed.
Wet or damp cleaning should NOT be used as the water will soak into the unfinished surface. It can be
softly dry brushed to remove dust and dirt, but stains may penetrate and so will not be able to be removed.
It can be finished with a furniture wax, a timber oil or a clear finish. However, even with such finishes, it
may still not be as impervious and easy to clean as the prefinished Innato laminates.
Repairing scratches
Use a non-silicone based furniture polish to reduce the appearance of scratches. Scratches may be
disguised using a fine crayon or felt tipped pen of the same colour as the timber, with a light application of
non-silicon furniture polish on top. Deep scratches cannot be easily repaired (Innato Is not suitable for use
in applications where deep scratches are likely to occur.)
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